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When a mysterious new weapon tips the balance against American and allied forces throughout
the Middle East, the only person the president can call for help is the man the administration has
just fired: Navy SEAL turned covert Homeland Security operative, Scot Harvath.Caught live on
Al Jazeera in an off-the-books operation, Harvath is forced to go to ground, as a senator with
presidential aspirations turns her sights on the White House and forces President Jack Rutledge
to publicly end the career of America's number-one counter-terrorism operative.But when the
tide in the war against terror suddenly turns against the West, the president has no choice but to
bring Harvath back inside. Ducking a congressional subpoena, Harvath travels to Cyprus where
he learns about a weapon called The Sword of Allah, which terrorists intend to use to rid all
Muslim lands of Western infidels. As the layers of truth unfold, Harvath is witness to realities
more menacing than he ever could have imagined and must rely solely on his instincts to
confront a new evil closing in on the United States.With his characteristic precision in describing
military technology, high-voltage action, and sweeping international sensibility, Brad Thor has
created another supercharged novel that is sure to thrill.

Praise for William Zinsser and Mitchell and Ruff"Highly recommended"―Library Journal"In this
account of the world adventures of two splendid jazz artists, Bill Zinsser has given us one of the
most exciting books about America's original art form that I've ever read. It's a
revelation."―Studs Terkel"[This is a] thoughtful, adept, and satisfyingly unusual book of
reportage…Though its contents are entirely factual, it concerns lives that give the sense of being
but fatefully, imaginatively, arranged, and it constantly suggests improvisation―that is,
'something created during the process of delivery,' as Mr. Ruff explains the term to the Chinese…
He also tells them improvisation is 'the lifeblood of jazz.' William Zinsser's book reminds us that
improvisation is the lifeblood of life, too. [This book is also] about difficult passages that end in
victorious arrival. Mitchell & Ruff is a deservedly happy book."―New York Times Book Review"A
highly infectious, Studs Terkel-like chronicle about the unorthodox development of two
distinguished musicians."―Publishers WeeklyAbout the AuthorWilliam Zinsser is author of the
best-selling On Writing Well and fifteen other books. He has been a writer, columnist, critic, and
editor at leading newspapers and magazines as well as general editor of the Book-of-the-Month
Club. During the 1970s he was master of Branford College at Yale University, where he taught
nonfiction writing and where he first met Willie Ruff. On the faculty of the New School University
in New York City, Mr. Zinsser is a part-time jazz pianist and a student of Dwike Mitchell.
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Frank G., “great plot and interesting history. I learned quite a few things about history reading
this book. Impressed to say the least. Brad Thor Never disappoints. Harvath and Rapp are the
kings of this Genre”

Dan Berger, “Not a very thrilling thriller, and it's too bad. This reads like a Clive Cussler novel.
There’s a terrorist plot and an ancient mystery tying to it. Our heroes must make dramatic
discoveries while working against the clock, and race around the world to piece answers
together before it’s too late. There’s even an exotic vehicle moment, a Cussler hallmark.Sadly,
though, it dragged. It took me a couple of weeks to get through it - not a very thrilling thriller. Thor
says in an afterword he’s been fascinated since childhood by Hannibal. It’s bad when a writer
falls in love with his material, because he loses focus and the ability to cut. As they say in
television, you have to kill your babies. This story dragged because it was half again as long as
the typical pageturner.I’ve never found Scot Harvath that memorable a hero. His wisecracking
isn’t that funny . Nor do I feel his parts - true-blue but a loose cannon, etc. - really fit
together.Thor tries to develop Harvath personally here. He reflects on having no personal life, as
a workaholic in a dangerous job, and on a recent breakup. An older op advises him to have a
strong marriage. But there’s no romance in the story. Thor could have cut this angle to tighten it
up. Every story element needs to pull its weight to justify its presence.Despite Harvath being
thrown into adventure with a young English scientist, not only does nothing happen between
them, it never threatens to. I don’t need my hero to get the girl in every story. But Thor, giving
Harvath a smart scientist babe sidekick, could at least have let the subject emerge between
them. They could have a steamy passionate affair that turns into something, for a while. They
could have a one-night stand blowing off steam while realizing a relationship won’t work. You can
have some heat rising between them but never acted upon, and they walk away from each other
at the end in the rain.Whatever, but there needs to be something. I’d take Chekhov’s law - if you
introduce a gun in the first act, you must use it in the third act - and adapt it for thriller romances:
if the hero rescues and then works with the damsel, the heat must be accounted for.The terrorist
plot is very complicated. I lost track of all the doublecrossing, of cross currents between Sunni
and Shia and Turks, and of our heroes’ reasoning as they confront a bioweapon with ancient
roots.And it’s too bad, because the background material is quite interesting: that the ancients
used bioweapons far beyond poison arrows, and what the evidence for that is. Weirdly, it’s never
made clear how Hannibal’s mysterious loss of a detachment affected, in the end, his attack on
Rome.I do like the entire series and will keep reading it. But I don’t feel the urge to binge read the
whole thing, either.”

Hendricks Book Reviews, “Cleverly written and masterfully done, Thor tells another great story....
Book Review – Brad Thor’s “Blowback” was a phenomenal story. Easily one of Thor’s best



pieces of work! He not only entertains when crafting a story, he educates the reader as well. I
love this because I’m a ‘sponge’ anyway, always soaking up whatever I can especially when I’m
reading. One can read that Blowback is an extremely well researched thriller. The storyline was
relevant, well thought out, and intriguing. The historical connections were interesting without
being dull and the action featuring protagonist Scot Harvath was invigorating. When a
mysterious new weapon tips the balance against American and allied forces throughout the
Middle East, the only person the president of the United States can call on for help is Navy
SEAL turned covert Homeland Security operative, Scot Harvath. This was the first thriller I
recognized that Thor wrote cliffhangers after just about every chapter to keep the reader
reading. Cleverly written and masterfully done, this strategy worked on me. I could not put this
book down! Thor’s characteristic precision in describing military technology is astonishing and
his high-voltage action scenes are some of the bests in the thriller genre. Blowback is a
supercharged action thriller that is sure to please any and all action thriller readers. I loved this
book and so will you!”

Jackie, “Another winner for Brad Thor!. Scot Harvath was introduced in the first novel by Brad
Thor, "The Lions of Lucerne." It was such a spectacular book that I couldn't believe it was Thor's
first. Happily, he has continued with the exciting life of Agent Harvath. In his fourth novel,
Blowback, Harvath is captured on Al Jazeera TV chasing down and beating ruthlessly an
innocent shopkeeper in Baghdad. It has been a deliberate set-up by a top-ranking Al Qaeda
terrorist who Harvath was closing in on, who paid the merchant to switch places with him.
Harvath's face was not shown, but a conniving female senator you love to hate relentlessly
investigates the national embarrassment in hopes of derailing the re-election of popular
President Rutledge (who has also been a "regular" in the Harvath books). Senator Carmichael
uses every resource at her disposal to discover the identity of the American operative involved in
the apparent black ops incident. A beleaguered president sends Harvath out of the country
before the senator can have the supoena served and expose him publicly. So begins the
story.To my initial puzzlement, this book almost departed from any believability as a convoluted
plot developed to restore the Ottoman empire and annihilate most of the US population using a
biological weapon derived from a discovery of Hannibal's expedition over the Alps. No, I'm not
kidding. I wasn't sure I could "get into" such a far-fetched story, but after going through the
dubious origin of the mysterious poison-cum-biological weapon, the author steered the story
back into the familiar area of high-tech weaponry, betrayals, near escapes, and strong
characters who were lifelike. By the middle of the book I was enthralled and I have to admit I
ended up enjoying Blowback every bit as much as Thor's previous three novels. The action
scenes are masterfully executed. With Thor, you get either heroic, noble characters or complete
scoundrels; you don't see much in between. Naturally the hero is always right in his instincts and
always smarter than his rivals or foes. This works perfectly when a reader wants to enjoy an
armchair escape from a complicated world and just enjoy being entertained by nonstop action. I



recommend Blowback very highly. I do think it's best to buy all four books and read them in
order: The Lions of Lucerne, Path of the Assasin, State of the Union, and Blowback. I can
promise that anyone who opens the first one will hungrily read (and love) all four novels. In fact, I
can't wait for the next installment...hope he brings back Scot Harvath soon!”

Mrs C Hutchinson., “Thought provoking, fast moving page turner. I am reading these books in
order and am enjoying the series. Narrated by George Guidall, who narrated most of the Vince
Flynn series, this is, as expected, a fast paced thriller, moving around Europe and the US where
Scott and yet another female sidekick fight to prevent a bio attack which would result in a
pandemic. I am now going to have to do a bit of research into Hannibal and ancient books and
war methods mentioned here to see if we are totally in the realms of fantasy or is this a research
based story. Never did I think that this type of book would spark an interest of this sort. In the
meantime I'm ordering the next in series and am interested to see what way Scott resolves his
personal and work lives.”

Rafal Gruszczynski, “A bit uneven but not bad. Indeed a lot of action and locations. More than
Bond himself.Written in a very "practical way" - good for travelling as chapters are usually short
4-5 pages (430 pages and 90+ chapters).Well researched in the historic, geographic and
military areas.The weak points are the political background (far worse than Flynn for example).
Some of the dialogues as well could be shorter or more natural.The plot - some shortcuts or
inconsistencies, but in general not bad.It says SEAL, etc. but there is not too much military stuff
in it - more investigations and other stories than any special forces etc.I enjoyed it. To the point
taht when I come accross another Brad Thor, I guess I'll give it a try.”

Gerald M., “Blowback. Excellent storyline thanks Brad Thor. It was as good as the many reviews
I had read previously. Well Done!”

awesome, “Intriguing plot!. Well this is one which had me hooked from the get go right til the last
page. How the author came up with this page turning story line, goodness only knows.I learned
a lot along the way - in fact I'm now tempted to read a little non fiction about elephants Thanks
Brad! Just downloaded the next one!”

David Harris, “Fantastic. Another great Scott Harvath book. Highly recommend . Kept me up
most of the night. On to the next one ....”

The book by William Zinsser has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 2,183 people have provided feedback.
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